Targeted Inhibition of Glutamine-Dependent Glutathione Metabolism Overcomes Death Resistance Induced by Chronic Cycling Hypoxia.
Tumor hypoxia is a major biological factor causing poor patient outcome. Evidence is increasing that improved protection against reactive oxygen species (ROS) participates in therapy resistance of chronically hypoxic cancer cells. We aimed at characterizing the relevance of improved ROS defense for radiation resistance of cancer cells with tolerance to cycling anoxia/re-oxygenation stress ("anoxia-tolerant") and at designing rational treatment strategies for overcoming the resulting therapy resistance by targeting the underlying mechanisms identified in an in vitro model. We demonstrate that chronic exposure of NCH-H460 lung adenocarcinoma, DU145 prostate cancer, and T98G glioblastoma cells to cycling anoxia/re-oxygenation stress induced upregulation of the aspartate-aminotransferase glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase (GOT1), particularly in RAS-driven anoxia-tolerant NCI-H460 cells. Altered glutamine utilization of the anoxia-tolerant cancer cells contributed to the observed decrease in cellular ROS levels, the increase in cellular glutathione levels, and improved cell survival on ROS-inducing treatments, including exposure to ionizing radiation. Importantly, targeting glutamine-dependent antioxidant capacity or glutathione metabolism allowed us to hit anoxia-tolerant cancer cells and to overcome their increased resistance to radiation-induced cell death. Targeting glutathione metabolism by Piperlongumine also improved the radiation response of anoxia-tolerant NCI-H460 cells in vivo. Improved antioxidant capacity downstream of up-regulated GOT1-expression is a characteristic of anoxia-tolerant cancer cells and is predictive for a specific vulnerability to inhibition of glutamine utilization or glutathione metabolism, respectively. Unraveling the molecular alterations underlying improved ROS defense of anoxia-tolerant cancer cells allows the design of rational strategies for overcoming radiation resistance caused by tumor cell heterogeneity in hypoxic tumors. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 25, 89-107.